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The concept of cognitive reserve provides an explanation for differences between individuals in susceptibility to age-related brain changes or pathology related to Alzheimer’s disease, whereby some people can tolerate more of these changes than others and maintain function. Epidemiological studies suggest that lifelong experiences, including educational and occupational attainment, and leisure activities in later life, can increase this reserve. For example, the risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease is reduced in individuals with higher educational or occupational attainment. Reserve can conveniently be divided into two types: brain reserve, which refers to differences in the brain structure and function rather than brain size is the relevant variable.

Introduction

The possibility of a connection between life experience and the prevalence of dementia has long been discussed. In 1981, Gurland1 wrote “It is still an open matter whether there is an important sociocultural contribution to the prevalence of Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia occurring in the senium, but evidence now available is sufficiently intriguing to warrant further study of the issue”. Kittner and colleagues2 suggested that adjustment should be made for level of education when screening for dementia to avoid ascertainment bias, whereas Berkman3 suggested that we must remain open to the view that “educational level and/or socioeconomic behavior correlated with it may be a genuine risk factor for senile dementia and are worthy of scientific exploration in their own right”. Zhang and colleagues4 reported that a low level of education was associated with increased prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease and dementia in a probability sample survey of 5055 older people not admitted to care facilities in Shanghai, China. These observations sparked my interest in studying the association between aspects of life experience and dementia; subsequently I have undertaken a long-term research programme to investigate cognitive reserve. In this Personal View I present a theoretical account of cognitive reserve, summarise epidemiological research that has lent support to the concept, and describe imaging studies that have attempted to identify the neural substrates of cognitive reserve. I will also discuss the potential clinical implications of the concept of cognitive reserve. Although I discuss cognitive reserve in the context of Alzheimer’s disease and normal ageing, it has also been reported to provide benefit in patients with vascular injury,5 Parkinson’s disease,6 traumatic brain injury,7 HIV,8 neuropsychiatric disorders,9 and multiple sclerosis.10

Brain reserve and cognitive reserve

The concept of reserve has been put forward to account for differences between individuals in susceptibility to age-related brain changes and pathology, such as that seen in Alzheimer’s disease. Reserve is purported to act as a moderator between pathology and clinical outcome, thus accounting for the discontinuity. A convenient, although somewhat artificial, way to view cognitive reserve is to separate it into two main features: brain reserve and cognitive reserve.

The original concept of brain reserve was quantitative, for example the number of neurons or synapses available to be lost differs among individuals. This idea was supported by study findings that suggested the prevalence or incidence of dementia was lower in individuals with larger brains than in those with smaller brains.11,12 I suggest that this is a passive model of brain reserve—ie, a large brain might simply be able to tolerate more pathology before it reaches the critical threshold for clinical symptoms to appear. By contrast, cognitive reserve is an active form of reserve in which brain function rather than brain size is the relevant variable.

The concept of cognitive reserve suggests that the brain actively attempts to cope with pathology by using pre-existing cognitive-processing approaches or compensatory mechanisms.13,14 Therefore, an individual with high cognitive reserve would cope better with the same amount of pathology than an individual with low cognitive reserve, even when brain size is the same.

Although the initial concept of brain reserve was entirely quantitative, several studies have suggested wider underlying biological features. For example, stimulating environments have been associated with neurogenesis15–17 and upregulation of BDNF, which fosters neural plasticity and could impart reserve.18,19 Brain reserve and cognitive reserve, therefore, seem to make independent and synergistic contributions to our understanding of individual differences in clinical resilience to brain pathology. Whether the two components of reserve interact remains unresolved.

Cognitive reserve was initially posited as a moderator between brain change and clinical outcome, but life experience may also prevent or minimise brain pathology. On a simple level, physical exercise has long been recognised to help prevent vascular disease. Likewise, participation in cognitively stimulating activities has been suggested to slow the rate of hippocampal atrophy in normal ageing,20 and perhaps even to prevent...
accumulation of amyloid plaques. However, although these ideas are promising and intriguing, they are beyond the scope of this Personal View.

Epidemiological evidence for cognitive reserve

My colleagues and I first investigated the concept of cognitive reserve in a study of incident dementia, based on the assumption that Alzheimer’s disease pathology slowly develops over time independently of cognitive reserve, and that the pathology begins to accumulate many years before the onset of clinically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease (figure 1). Because people with greater reserve should be able to tolerate more Alzheimer’s disease pathology, the onset of clinical dementia in these individuals should be delayed. 593 non-demented individuals aged 60 years or older were followed up for more than 4 years. Individuals with less than 8 years of education had 2.2 to 4.2 times higher risk of developing dementia than those with more years of education. Occupational attainment was also assessed, based on US census categories and classified as low (unskilled, semiskilled, skilled trade or craft, and clerical or office worker) or high (manager, business or government, and professional or technical) occupational levels. Participants with low lifetime occupational attainment were at 2.5 to 2.7 times greater risk of developing dementia than those with high lifetime occupational attainment. The implication of these findings was that educational and occupational experiences created a reserve against the effects of Alzheimer’s disease pathology. Self-reported participation in various leisure activities in the preceding month were assessed by interview in a set of non-demented elderly participants. The effects of participation in 13 groups of activities were assessed: knitting, listening to music, or other hobby; walking for pleasure or excursion; visiting friends or relatives; being visited by relatives or friends; physical conditioning; going to movies, restaurants, or sporting events; reading magazines, newspapers, or books; watching television or listening to the radio; doing unpaid community volunteer work; playing cards, games, or bingo; going to a club or centre; going to classes; and going to church, synagogue, or temple. Participants were allocated according to low (six or fewer activities) or high (more than six activities) participation in leisure activities. Those who engaged in more than six leisure activities had 38% lower risk of developing dementia than participants who partook in fewer activities. The authors of a review of 22 cohort studies of the effects of education, occupation, premorbid IQ, and mental activities in incident dementia found that most of the studies reported a significant protective effect of these lifetime exposures, and calculated that the protective effect of higher cognitive reserve decreased the risk of developing dementia by 46%.

By contrast, after clinical presentation of Alzheimer’s disease, patients with high cognitive reserve show more rapid decline than those with low cognitive reserve. We matched patients with Alzheimer’s disease according to clinical severity, those with greater educational and occupational attainment died sooner than those with lower attainment. In a subsequent analysis, those with greater educational or occupational attainment had more rapid cognitive decline. On average, scores on memory tests following diagnosis decline by about one point every year in patients with low attainment, but by two points in those with higher attainment. A more rapid decline in cognitive function was also seen in patients with Alzheimer’s disease who engaged in more leisure activities before the onset of dementia than in those who engaged in few activities. Our theoretical explanation for these findings is that individuals with high cognitive reserve can tolerate more pathology and, therefore, the point at which cognitive functions begin to be affected will be later than in those with lower cognitive reserve. However, in all people a common point is reached when the pathology is so severe that function cannot be maintained (figure 1). According to these assumptions, individuals with the greatest cognitive reserve will have more advanced pathology at the onset of cognitive decline, less time until they reach the point when pathology overwhelms function, and thus a more rapid rate of decline.

Although these epidemiological studies support the concept of cognitive reserve, the evidence is not definitive. Only controlled studies can truly establish whether interventions or experiences are beneficial.

Figure 1: Hypothesised change in memory function over time in individuals with high and low cognitive reserve

AD pathology begins to advance before changes in memory performance are observed. Decline is seen later in individuals with high cognitive reserve because pathology is tolerated longer than by people with low cognitive reserve. The figure shows a hypothetical point at which pathology is so severe that memory performance is nil. This point is the same for individuals with high and low reserve. The rate of decline, however, differs between groups, and is more rapid in individuals with high reserve than in those with low reserve. According to this model, the differential rate of decline is seen irrespective of whether individuals have been diagnosed as having AD before memory has begun to decline. AD=Alzheimer’s disease.
Individuals with low cognitive reserve might seem to be clinically demented when AD pathology is mild, whereas those with higher cognitive reserve might remain clinically normal. At higher levels of pathology, both groups might appear to be clinically demented. Still, those with higher reserve will appear to be less clinically severe than those with lower reserve. AD=Alzheimer’s disease. MCI=mild cognitive impairment.

Neuroimaging studies of cognitive reserve
Resting regional cerebral blood flow
Epidemiological studies suggest that at any given level of clinical severity in Alzheimer’s disease, the degree of pathology will be greater in individuals with higher cognitive reserve than in those with lower cognitive reserve (figure 2). This idea was tested by assessment of resting regional cerebral blood flow as a surrogate for Alzheimer’s disease pathology.10,11 In patients matched for clinical severity, an inverse relation was found between resting regional cerebral blood flow and years of education.12 Higher level of education was associated with greater depletion of blood flow in the parietotemporal area (figure 3), where PET changes are seen in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. This observation provided an initial indication that patients with higher cognitive reserve had more Alzheimer’s disease pathology than those with lower cognitive reserve even though they appeared clinically similar. Similar associations have been shown for occupational attainment and leisure activities,13–16 and a post-mortem study confirmed the relation with education.17 The investigators examined at autopsy the brains of 130 elderly patients who had undergone cognitive assessment about 8 months before death. Education and a summary measure of Alzheimer’s disease pathology (mean standardised density of neuritis and diffuse plaques and neurofibrillary tangles) were associated with cognitive performance, and education modified the association between Alzheimer’s disease pathology and levels of cognitive function: for each additional year of education, the relation between Alzheimer’s disease pathology and cognition was reduced by 0.088 standard units. Thus, at any given level of brain pathology, higher education was associated with better cognitive function.

Neural mechanisms
The cognitive or neural mechanisms that might underlie the reserve against age-related or Alzheimer’s disease-related pathology are unknown. Functional imaging has been used to try to identify networks that might mediate cognitive reserve. On the basis of these studies, I propose that neural implementation of cognitive reserve might take two forms: neural reserve and neural compensation.18,19 Neural reserve is the idea that cognitive reserve could be associated with differences between individuals in the resilience of pre-existing cognitive networks, and neural compensation is the idea that some individuals might be better than others at using compensatory mechanisms.

The key idea behind neural reserve is that cognitive reserve might be mediated by the same networks that are used by individuals in the absence of pathology related to age or disease. For example, the differential efficiency or capacity of these networks could account for variation between individuals in performance and the ability to cope with brain changes. In a functional MRI (fMRI) study, network efficiency and capacity were assessed in young (age 20–29 years) and old (age 60–69 years) adults.18 The extrinsic difficulty of a task was manipulated by shortening of the response deadline. Covariance analysis of the imaging data showed a spatial pattern of activation in young and old adults that increased as the deadlines shortened. The spatial pattern was expressed to a greater degree by the older adults when the deadline was longest. By contrast, the young adults’ pattern expression was greater than the older adults’ at the shorter deadlines when the task was most difficult. This finding is consistent with the idea that network efficiency and capacity are reduced with increasing age. Differences in efficiency and capacity were also noted among individuals within each age group; therefore, individuals with more efficient or higher-capacity networks could have more resilience in the face of age-related or disease-related changes.

Neural reserve and neural compensation were also assessed in a series of imaging studies.20 Young (mean age 25·1 years) and older (74·4 years) healthy adults were assessed with the letter Sternberg task. In this task, participants study one, three, or six letters for 3 seconds (stimulus phase) followed by a 7-second retention phase. They are then presented with a single probe letter and are asked to indicate whether it was included in the previously studied set. fMRI analyses were used to assess load-related activation: the aspects of activation that change as the number of letters studied increases. Multivariate linear modelling showed that load-related activation during the retention phase was characterised by two networks of brain regions that seemed to work together as the task got harder,21 as inferred by an increase in fMRI signal.
first network was used by both the young and elderly adults and involved areas often associated with working memory (eg, midline cerebellum and left insula/inferior frontal gyrus). The second network was primarily characterised by activation in parahippocampal areas and was used consistently only in the elderly group. The elderly adults who used the second network the most had the worst performance in the task. In a follow-up analysis atrophy in a key area within the first network (the left precentral gyrus) was associated with decreased efficiency in that network and increased use of the second network. This observation might be an example of neural compensation—ie, as age-related changes limit the efficiency of the first network, the second network becomes increasingly used. Although those who rely more on the compensatory network can still perform the task, they do so less successfully than those who rely on the first network. A further analysis identified two potential influences of cognitive reserve (as measured by intelligence quotient [IQ]) in these individuals. First, the individuals with high cognitive reserve could tolerate more atrophy in the first network and still preserve performance without having to resort to using the second network. Second, individuals with high cognitive reserve did better in the letter Sternberg task, even when they use the second network, than those with low cognitive reserve. This finding suggests that patients with high cognitive reserve can make use of resources that are separate from those directly involved in task performance, and is consistent with the idea that generalised neural representation of cognitive reserve could impart protection across a wide range of tasks. To investigate the possibility of a generalised neural representation of cognitive reserve, imaging data acquired during the stimulus-presentation phase of two different tasks with different cognitive demands were analysed. In young adults, an activation network was identified, in which expression increased with increasing load-related activation and correlated with high cognitive reserve. This type of network could be an example of the neural instantiation of cognitive reserve. In the future, identification of neural patterns of activation that are associated with generic cognitive reserve could provide direct ways of measuring the level of reserve in any individual. Furthermore, a quantifiable neural pattern for cognitive reserve might lead to stratification of outcomes in studies of pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches to improve cognitive functioning.

**Application of cognitive reserve in clinical assessment**

When cognition is assessed as part of a diagnostic work-up, the most appropriate validated indicators of cognitive reserve for each patient—such as educational or occupational attainment—should be used. In the event that an individual’s level of education is not believed to be a good representation of his or her optimum cognitive functioning, assessment of IQ or consideration of occupation might be useful.

Individuals with high cognitive reserve, by definition, will present with disease-related clinical symptoms later than individuals with low cognitive reserve. This difference could be identified in individuals with high cognitive reserve by the use of more challenging tests or tests that are more specific for particular pathology (eg, associative learning tasks for the hippocampus). Clinicians must, however, be aware that even in individuals with underlying pathology there will still be a period during which sensitive measures cannot detect cognitive changes in patients with high cognitive reserve. Information on brain structure integrity could be integrated with cognitive data for diagnostic purposes. Neuroimaging tools have the potential to detect pathological changes when only slight impairment is indicated by neuropsychological testing, particularly in individuals with high cognitive reserve who maintain cognitive functioning for an extended period of time. For example, at a given level of clinical severity in patients with Alzheimer’s disease, higher levels of

**Figure 3: Cerebral blood flow as a proxy for AD pathology in patients with different levels of education**

Each group comprised 20 AD patients matched for clinical severity based on assessments of mental status and activity of daily living scores. The lowest blood flow (dark blue) was seen in the parietotemporal areas of patients with the highest educational level, which indicates the most advanced AD pathology. AD=Alzheimer’s disease. HS=high school. Reproduced from Stern et al, by permission of John Wiley and Sons.
education are associated with more severe disease-related changes on PET scans than seen for those with lower levels of education.4,45

Integration of the cognitive reserve concept into the interpretation of biomarker imaging, however, is premature. Although the presence of amyloid in the brain can be detected with PET or testing of CSF, the prognostic implications of these tests are not fully established. These biomarkers could, however, provide fruitful avenues for research into cognitive reserve.

Cognitive reserve should also be recognised as a factor that will affect the rate of cognitive decline after diagnosis. The rate of decline after clinical onset is more rapid in individuals with high reserve than in those with low reserve, even when other factors that might contribute to the disease course are taken into account.4,45 This effect has direct relevance for assessing the efficacy of potential treatments in clinical trials, because the response to a particular medication might be altered by the degree of underlying pathology. Additionally, most clinical trials are designed to compare rates of decline between treatment and control groups. A mismatch in cognitive reserve across groups could lead to differences in the rates of decline that have nothing to do with the study drug.

Finally, epidemiological evidence that links specific life experiences and individual characteristics to reduced risk of dementia is insufficient to show definitively whether these have any direct preventive or delaying effects. Intervention studies are needed to firmly establish causal links between these features and cognitive reserve. In the meantime, patients should be recommended to engage in mental and physical activities that are unlikely to be harmful, and clinicians should be careful not to present these activities as established treatments or proven preventive strategies against dementia.

Cognitive reserve in remediation and prevention

Epidemiological evidence suggests that experiences at all stages, even in later life, can contribute to cognitive reserve. Intervention might, therefore, be useful even in elderly patients to impart or maintain reserve, slow age-related cognitive decline, and prolong healthy ageing. The most successful remediation approach so far has been aerobic exercise. Controlled studies have shown that in elderly individuals with respiratory capacity below the median at baseline, aerobic exercise increases respiratory capacity and cognitive performance.46,47 Cognitive intervention studies, however, have had mixed results. In one large study, participants received training in one of three cognitive domains: memory, reasoning, and speed of information processing. Training in one cognitive domain did not affect outcomes in the two other domains. Additionally, training did not result in any improvement in formal measures of everyday function.48

Studies that involve participants in complex gameplay have shown promise. For example, Basak and colleagues50 assessed elderly people who played a complex role-playing computer game for fifteen 1·5-h training sessions in the laboratory in a period of 4–5 weeks, resulting in a total training time of 22·5 h. They reported improved performance in a wide range of cognitive tasks. Similarly, focused computerised training improved working memory capacity and extended working memory to tasks in which participants received no training.51 The limitations and promise of various cognitive interventions in relation to lifelong learning and ageing have been set out by a working group.52

A complex computer game designed by human operations psychologists has been used to test different approaches to training young adults in complex tasks.53 One approach, called emphasis-change training, improved gameplay and enabled extension of training to other tasks. Players were instructed to focus on all of the features of the game, but to give particular attention to one feature per game and to change to a different feature each time they played. For example, in some games they were instructed to control the ship that they were piloting, but in others they attended more to destroying mines that appeared occasionally on the screen. By shifting emphasis from game to game, participants did not fall into a fixed strategy. Rather, they developed the ability to deal with the task as a whole. This approach could be termed attention allocation or executive control. By using this approach, young adults were able to use the training to incorporate a demand and simultaneously do an additional task, while playing the game.53 Ability in real-world training tasks (eg, performance in flight simulator training) was also improved.54,55 In a preliminary study the ability of older adults (mean age 66 years) to learn to play the game, and the possibility that gameplay might improve cognitive performance were investigated.56 90 individuals were assigned to three groups: no playing, playing the game without emphasis-change training, and playing the game with emphasis-change training. In the two game groups participants played three times per week for 12 weeks. Although the game was challenging for the elderly participants, only six dropped out of the study and gameplay performance improved with time in those who completed the study. Players in the no-emphasis-change group were less focused on the key goals of the game than those in the emphasis-change group; they were more likely to respond to opportunities for bonus-point rewards than to consider strategy. By contrast, players in the emphasis-change group focused more on the central features of the game and on achieving the overall goal of attacking and destroying the fortress. The primary cognitive measures assessed were five tasks that involve executive control: trail-making test, letter-number sequencing test, Stroop colour and word test, set-switching task, and flanker task. On one of these tasks, a test of working memory, emphasis-change training was associated with greater improvement in working memory from baseline than in the other two training groups. On the basis of these findings, a study has
been started to assess the effects of playing complex games in conjunction with aerobic exercise, with the hope of showing a synergistic effect through a boost in brain reserve from exercise (eg, by improving plasticity via upregulation of BDNF) and a rise in cognitive reserve by increasing the efficiency of the cognitive networks underlying executive control.

How life experience contributes to the creation of cognitive reserve and protection against age-related and disease-related pathology remains unknown. Focused but large-scale studies are required to formulate specific recommendations. The most meaningful endpoints would be slowed rate of age-related decline in cognitive function or reduced risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease. No study has yet shown effects on either of these endpoints. The optimum cohorts would include elderly people with intact cognitive function followed up for years. Studies could, and probably should, involve several interventions, including exercise, cognitive stimulation, and social stimulation. A drawback of such studies is that they would be very expensive, will require a large number of participants, and will have to be conducted over several years. In the meantime, a general recommendation is to continue educational and mentally stimulating activities throughout life.30

Conclusions
The concept of cognitive reserve arose from epidemiological observations. Various life exposures seem to be associated with resilience against age-related or pathology-related impairment of cognitive function. The original observations indicated the involvement of easily measurable variables, such as education or occupational attainment, but other lifestyle factors, for instance behaviours that stimulate cognition, personality, and so on, also seem to be important. Overall contributions to reserve most likely come from multiple sources, and cognitive reserve might, therefore, change across an individual’s lifespan dependent on exposures and behaviours. This idea suggests that changes in lifestyle and interventions might be useful to delay age-related cognitive decline or dementia. Epidemiological studies, however, only describe correlations and do not test causation, and carefully controlled studies will be required to assess the effects of practical interventions.

The desire to understand the neural basis of cognitive reserve has been a motivating factor behind functional imaging studies. The findings might contribute to the understanding of age-related changes in brain behaviour and could lead to targeted interventions. Direct neural measures of cognitive reserve, perhaps based on patterns derived from fMRI, would be very useful.

The concept of cognitive reserve could be applied during clinical assessment. The association between high cognitive reserve and rapid decline in patients with Alzheimer’s disease makes it important to include this factor in diagnostic formulations and in clinical trials that compare rates of decline between drugs and control.

Again, a directly measurable neural correlate of reserve, such as an fMRI pattern, would be useful. More generally, consideration of cognitive and brain reserve will be helpful in the development of systems-based approaches to understanding brain changes. Since the brain passively and actively attempts to cope with brain changes or pathology, the factors that contribute to resilience need to be understood.
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